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1939Register and why you might not be able to find people 
by John Hanson FSG 
Guild of One-name Studies – 23rd November 2022 
 
What is it? 
At the outbreak of World War II, the government urgently needed to know everything it 
could about the civil population of England and Wales. This information would be key in 
the issuing of identity cards and ration books as well as organising conscription and, after 
the war, creating the N.H.S. 
 
To gather this information, they took a National Register. On September 29th, 1939, the 
personal details – including names, dates of birth, occupations and marital status - of 41 
million individuals were recorded.  
 
There is an excellent guide in the National Archives research guides  
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/1939-
register/ 
 
There are also many resources out there to help you understand – many will have been 
done with the original website but like all things with these older ones is more about the 
concept than the actual process 
 
You can find the answers to most of the questions you have (if they aren’t here!) at  
https://www.findmypast.co.uk/frequently-asked-questions/answer/what-is-the--register  
 
There are a number of helpful webinars and videos on the FMP website – start with 
https://blog.findmypast.co.uk/1939-register-the-perfect-place-to-start-your-family-
history-2518395209.html  
 
Also check out Audrey Collins at http://bit.ly/1939-register-video from here you can 
access many of the other videos on the findmypast youtube channel 
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There are in fact three different registers 
The Main register (which is the one that we see) 
 
The next covers those who were serving in the forces (this one they are trying to see if 
they can release). It didn’t matter if they were home on leave, in barracks or overseas 
they were not included in the household books as they were in the military one. 
 
The last covers those who were born after 29 September 1939, those who came into the 
country after that date, those that came out of the armed services and those pieces that 
are missing from the original books. This series is not likely to see the light of day in our 
lifetime. This series also includes anyone who reported their original card lost or stolen 
which means that changes that you might have expected in the main register will not be 
there. 
 
What we see covers only England and Wales 
For those living in Scotland at the time you need to contact the National  
 
Records of Scotland www.nrscotland.gov.uk  
 
For Northern Ireland the Public Records Office of Northern Ireland www.proni.gov.uk  
 
Why is it so significant? 
We need to look at the others records from the time and also bear in mind the 
information that it contains 
 
Currently we have the 1911 Census 
 
The 1921 was released on 6th January 2022 only on FindMyPast and pay-per-view for the 
first few months. 
 
The 1931 was destroyed in a fire during WW2 
 
The 1941 wasn’t taken 
 
And then 1951 – so we basically lose a generation – Will any of us live long enough to see 
themselves in it! 
 
  

http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/
http://www.proni.gov.uk/
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What does it contain? 
The records list the following information for each person:  
address, schedule number, sub number, surname, first name(s), sex, date of birth, 
marital status and occupation and on the right-hand page any Civil Occupation. 
 
Additionally, for institutions only: OVSPI - (Officer, Visitor, Servant, Patient or Inmate) 
 
However only those people who were born more than 100 years ago or have a proven 
date of death are open for viewing.  
 
The others are redacted 
 
Findmypast issue monthly updates which includes those reaching 100 the month before 
(so on 1st January 2022 they opened December 1921) and also included will be any that 
have been opened because of a correction or where a death certificate has been 
submitted 
 
Do not try to infer relationship from the register as it is just a collection of names 
 
How is it done and was it updated? 
Its initial use was the issue of ID Cards and ration books and if you were born before 29th 
September 1939 you might well still have your card or maybe you have your parents or 
another family member. 
 
Schedules were handed out just like the census, collected in and then transferred to the 
books. The entries were then checked and compared to the schedules – it had to be right. 
Whilst it is not documented anywhere that I can find and having spoken to a number of 
other experts on the 1939 we are certain that the entries that appear in red are the ones 
that were made during this check 
 
The register was kept up to date with name changes and deaths during the war and the 
name changes of this period are predominantly marriages and they have an “M” 
normally in the address column. 
 
In the late 1940’s it was used for the creation of the national health service 
 
After this you will still find name changes (mind not all were made) these will appear in 
either green or blue. No significance can be found as to the colour used 
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And stopped being updated in 1990! But changes begin to tail off near the end or were 
they made at all! 
 
How was it arranged? 
Unlike any of the census returns this was organised totally differently.  
Outside London you will find letter codes after each 
R.D – rural district  
U.D – urban district  
M.B – municipal borough  
C.B – county borough 
 
Enumeration Districts – These start in London with AAA (the City of London), followed by 
an alphabetical sequence of all the Metropolitan Boroughs and finally the City of 
Westminster. 
 
It then spirals out to an area corresponding roughly with modern Greater London 
boroughs, the surrounding Home Counties, an outer ring from Bedfordshire round to 
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, the North East, the Lake District, Yorkshire, the North 
West, West Midlands, East Midlands, East Anglia, South West and finally Wales. Within 
each of these districts the counties are listed alphabetically, not geographically. 
 
There is a complete list of the Enumeration districts on the FMP website under the search 
screen.  
 
How was it transcribed? 
The National Archives set the transcription standard and owing to privacy concerns the 
transcription was carried out in the UK by Findmypast where it was originally available. 
 
The FMP transcribers did not see the whole page as is normal but each transcribed a 
single column 
 
The resultant data files for each page were then stitched together – sadly it appears that 
certain checks, like how many lines in each, were not made 
 
Beyond the search screens of FindMyPast 
Like so many of the things with websites there is more than just the search screens and 
most people miss them. The 1939 is no exception. So, look below the search screen and 
you will see links to  
 
The missing pieces – details what is known to be missing 
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The Enumeration districts – details how they are organised and the starting code letters. 
These are not the same as other enumeration districts. The left-hand set are in District 
Code order and the right set are in Enumeration district order. 
 
Browse the images – this lets you do what is says on the tin – browse through each of 
the images for a place or area. This can be useful if you know where something should be 
but can’t find it in the index. 
 
You can even see the original forms at https://www.findmypast.co.uk/articles/world-
records/full-list-of-united-kingdom-records/census-land-and-surveys/1939-register-
original-forms  
 
It is now available as well on Ancestry but is based on an annual set of images provided 
by the National Archives. From these they create their own index   
 
  

https://www.findmypast.co.uk/articles/world-records/full-list-of-united-kingdom-records/census-land-and-surveys/1939-register-original-forms
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https://www.findmypast.co.uk/articles/world-records/full-list-of-united-kingdom-records/census-land-and-surveys/1939-register-original-forms
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There are several things that it is worth pointing out when it comes to images 

 
This one relates to my mother living at the time of creation in Cirencester, 
Gloucestershire. She is the top line and the “M” in the address column indicates a 
marriage prior to 1949. 
 
Schedule 121 in this book was the last and all the changes in red were made by the 
person checking the book against the original schedules (some books have none and 
other quite a few!). 
 
So, there are a couple of changes on this page where the month was originally a number. 
The entries for sub 6 and 7 in schedule 35 are not on the original page and should have 
been. The blue entries seem to be those made after the book creation and before the 
NHS and green appears to be the later ones. 
 
The dates against an entry are the date the change was made and could even be years 
after the actual change. The three-character code is the district making the change so by 
using the enumeration district list you can tell where it was recorded. 
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Why can’t you find them? 
Think about the armed services? 
Did they always make the changes? 
Where they were you thought? 
Was the date correct or are you working from a certificate? 
If you use FMP normally try Ancestry (but remember its limitations) 
If the ID card was lost or stolen then a new one was issued in the supplementary book 
and all alteration made there 
They might have changed their name (possibly by deed-poll or naturalisation) so look for 
changes in men as well as women. Have also seen those that changed their name and not 
recorded so maybe in the supplementary book 
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NHS Numbers in England and Wales 
With thanks to Sue Atkins and her lecture in 2019 
1. The numbers were ID Numbers until 1948, ID & NHS Number until 1952 and NHS 
Numbers from 1952 onwards 
2. After 1939 it became the responsibility of the local registrar to issue the number for 
the individual when a birth was registered. Each Registrar was given a sequence of letter 
and the number related to the entry in their register. Anyone who returned from the 
Military, came in on a ship or was an immigrant into England & Wales (from Scotland & 
NI as well as overseas) were given Miscellaneous Numbers by Central National 
Registration Office usually were in the form of Y(NNA) and a series of numbers e.g. YNNA 
1258797 
3. Anyone born 1939-1947 had a ‘Four Letter’ Code e.g. JDDH252 
4. Anyone born 1947-1957 had an M Code e.g. MMYO466 
5. Anyone born 1957-1964 had an P code e.g. PENQ 150 
6. After 1965-1991 five Letter codes came in e.g. JZBWE194 where JZB= Croydon W=1985 
E= Dec quarter 194=Entry in Registrar’s Ledger 
7. NHS Numbers can usually be found at the bottom of a small (short) birth cert either on 
the left or right hand corner. 
8. In 1992 everyone registered in the NHS in England & Wales was issued with a 10digit 
NHS number and anyone registered subsequently is issued with a computerised number. 
9. None of the subsequent registers after 1939 are currently available. 
10. In Scotland and Northern Ireland there was/is a similar system – In Scotland the 
letters started with S and for Northern Ireland they started with U. 
11. The Channel Island (Jersey & Guernsey) and the Isle of Man also had/have their own 
system 


